
TESTING WRITING



What is writing?

"Writing" is the process 
of using symbols (letters 
of the alphabet, 
punctuation and spaces) 
to communicate 
thoughts and ideas in a 
readable form.



Why do we test writing?

We engage in many kinds of writing tasks.

There are distinct stages of instruction in 
writing such as;

• Pre-writing

• Guided-writing

• Free writing



Test variety also stems from the various 
applications of writing, ranging from;

• School uses such as note taking, class reports.

• Common personal needs such as letter 
writing, filling out forms.

• Specialized advanced applications such as 
translation, advertising, research reports, 
journalism and literature.



We also need to test writing to evaluate a great 
number of factors such as;

• Mechanics (Spelling & Punctuation)
• Vocabulary
• Grammar
• Appropriate content
• Dictation or word selection
• Rhetorical matters of various kinds (Organization, 

Cohesion, Unity; appropriateness to the audience, 
topic and occasion.)

• Sophisticated concerns such as logic and style



LIMITED RESPONSE GUIDED WRITING

1. Sentence combining
2. Sentence expansion
3. Sentence reduction
4. Copying
5. Oral cloze 

1. Testing specialized skills
2. Changing a passage
3. Building from a paragraph 

outline

DICTATION

1. Preparing a dictation test
2. Administrating a dictation 

test
3. Scoring a dictation test

FREE WRITING

1. Guidelines for writing tasks
2. Evaluating student writing



LIMITED RESPONSE

Limited response test items are generally used 
for evaluating pre-writing.

Teaching alphabet 
&

Cursive writing 

Vocabulary
&

Grammar 



1. Sentence combining

It is a common pre-writing task that takes many 
forms.

1.1. Combining by adding a connective

1.2. Combining by putting one sentence inside 
the another.



Combining sentences by adding a 
connective

� Connectives that indicate addition (and, 
moreover, furthermore), contrast (but, however, 
nevertheless) and result (so, consequently, 
therefore).

He likes ice cream but he won’t eat any.

She didn’t feel well today so she didn’t go to work.



Combining sentences by adding a 
connective

� Subordinators expressing time (after, before, 
since), condition (if, whether or not, unless), 
and cause (since, because).

My mother didn’t let me go out because I 
haven’t finished my homework yet.

Clara will come to the party if Jason pick her up.



Combining sentences by putting one 
sentence inside the other

� Considerable proficiency on the part of students.
� Subordinators and conjunctions are often provided.

Some people come late. They will not get good seats.
People that come late will not get good seats.

I am surprised. Nobody likes her. (It _________ that)
It surprises me that nobody likes her.



2. Sentence expansion

� Pre-writing evaluation
� Adjectives, adverbs, phrases and clauses

The (  ) man hurried (  ) to the (  ) horse.
The old man hurried out to the frightened horse.

His decision (  ) surprised everyone (  ).
His decision to quit his job surprised everyone that 
knew him.



3. Sentence reduction

� Pre-writing proficiency
� Provide a cue word to state how to begin the new 

phrase

He told us about a man who had a wooden leg. 
(with)
He told us about a man with a wooden leg.

Her father, who is certainly the stingiest man I 
know, wouldn’t let us borrow his car. (one word)
Her stingy father wouldn’t let us borrow his car.



4. Copying

� Sometimes timed 

� Extended discourse

� Mechanics (Punctuation & Spelling)

� An early audio-lingual technique

SUBSTITION TABLE 





5.Oral cloze

� Combines dictation with selected close

� High frequency deletion

� Difficult content words or grammar not covered yet can be 
left intact



Advantages of Limited-Response items

• Easy to construct

• Suitable for students with limited ability in English

• Rather objective for a writing- related task except for 
open-ended variety

Limitations of Limited-Response items

• Do not measure actual writing skills

• Rather slow to correct – especially the open-ended 
variety



GUIDED WRITING

� Student ability to handle controlled or 
directed writing tasks

� Text manipulation

� Expand the outline of an article

� Dictation



Testing specialized skills
Mechanics 

Checking SPELLING;

� Dictating problem words orally

In each of the following groups of four words, one 
word is spelled incorrectly; the other three are 
spelled correctly. Find which word is spelled wrong. 
Then circle the letter of that word.

A. believe     B. all right   C. because   D. mariage 



Checking PUNCTUATION and CAPITALIZATION;

� Unpunctuated sentences



� Using a multiple-choice arrangement
� Slower to prepare

�One thing in each item



Testing specialized skills
Unity and Organization

� A good unified paragraph

� A sentence (or sentences) that is unrelated.

UNITY



ORGANIZATION



Changing a passage
� The most commonly used guided-writing test

� No need to supply the subject matter

� Built-in guides to grammatical structure 

�Artificial paragraph



�  Artificial paragraph

‘The broken typewriter was fixed. Then a letter was typed.’
Anwar fixed the broken typewriter, then he typed a letter.

� Spoken context

MRS.FARIAS: Tell me about Micheal.
JOANA: Well, he’s very tall.

Mrs. Farias said ‘Tell me about Micheal.’
‘Well,’ replied Joana, ‘he’s very tall.’

Mrs. Farias asked her daughter Joana to tell her about 
Micheal. Joana replied that he was very tall….



� Specific grammatical changes



Building from a paragraph outline

� Testing writing controls the content and the 
grammar



�  Writing a paragraph beginning with a given topic 
sentence

‘Several things have contributed to my being an 
educated person.’



�  Controlling the content of the writing



Advantages of Guided-Writing Tests

• Easy and quick to construct
• Gives the appearance of being an effective measure of 

writing
• Provide appropriate control for those students who 

are not ready to write on their own

Limitations of Guided-Writing Tests

• Do not measure ingredients such as organization found in 
extended writing

• Paragraph-outline variety is often rather time consuming 
and difficult to grade

• Paragraph-outline variety is difficult to score with real 
consistency.


